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Abstract—High-frequency wideband cellular communications
over mmWave and sub-THz offer the opportunity for high data
rates. However, it also presents high path loss, resulting in limited
coverage. High-gain beamforming brought by the antenna array
is essential to mitigate the coverage limitations. The conventional
phased antenna arrays (PAA) cause high scheduling latency
owing to analog beam constraints, i.e., only one frequency-flat
beam is generated. Recently introduced joint phase-time array
(JPTA) architecture, which utilizes both true-time-delay (TTD)
units and phase shifters (PSs), alleviates analog beam constraints
by creating multiple frequency-dependent beams for scheduling
multiple users at different directions in a frequency-division
manner. One class of previous studies offered solutions with
“rainbow” beams, which tend to allocate a small bandwidth per
beam direction. Another class focused on uniform linear array
(ULA) antenna architecture, whose frequency-dependent beams
were designed along a single axis of either azimuth or elevation
direction. This paper presents a novel 3D beamforming design
that maximizes beamforming gain toward desired azimuth and
elevation directions and across sub-bands partitioned according
to scheduled users’ bandwidth requirements. We provide analyt-
ical solutions and iterative algorithms to design the PSs and TTD
units for a desired subband beam pattern. Through simulations
of the beamforming gain, we observe that our proposed solutions
outperform the state-of-the-art solutions reported elsewhere.

Index Terms—True time delay, beamforming, millimeter wave,
3D, joint phase-time array, uniform planar array

I. INTRODUCTION

Higher frequency mmWave bands are used in current and
next-generation wireless networks due to larger bandwidth
(BW) availability to provide high data rates [1]. However,
these frequency bands experience signal degradation due to
higher path loss and shadowing effects, which could be
resolved using large antenna arrays with directional beamform-
ing [2].

The disadvantage of directional beamforming is that tradi-
tional architectures like phased antenna arrays (PAA) cause
high scheduling latency owing to analog beam constraints,
i.e., only one frequency-flat beam is generated per radio-
frequency (RF) chain. Traditional architectures serve different
user directions in a time-division manner. To serve multiple
users in one timeslot, digital beamforming relying on multiple
RF chains can be beneficial, but they lead to high power
consumption and cost.

We focus on frequency-dependent beamforming architec-
ture, which could be realized by leaky-wave antennas or true-
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time-delay (TTD) units [3]. Since leaky-wave antennas are
cumbersome and inefficient [4], we consider an architecture
with TTD units, which is called joint phase time array (JPTA)
architecture [5], [6]. This architecture consists of TTD units
and phase shifters (PSs). Using JPTA, beam training can
be performed using a single OFDM symbol [7]. JPTA can
also eliminate the beam squint/split in wideband communi-
cations [4], [8]. In addition, JPTA can extend coverage area
and increase cell or user throughput by offering more per-
user scheduling opportunities thanks to multiple frequency-
dependent beams [6].

Frequency-dependent beamforming could be beneficial dur-
ing the initial access or data communication phases. In [7]
and [9], the authors showed that the initial access pilots
could be transmitted towards all directions (across azimuth
and elevation directions) in one time-domain resource. In
[10] and [5], the data communication phase is improved by
steering the frequency-dependent 2D beams to multiple users’
angle of arrivals (AoAs). This way, multiple users in different
directions are scheduled in a frequency-division-multiplexing
(FDM) manner, even when the antenna panel is associated
with only one RF chain.

In this work, we propose methods to derive a 3D frequency-
dependent beam by optimizing the phase and delay parameters
in the JPTA architecture. The formed beam, which is used for
data communications, considers the UE locations and their BW
requirements, i.e., UEs with higher BW requirements observe
high beam gain over a larger BW than UEs with smaller
desired BW. A summary of our contributions is as follows:

• We analytically derive a closed-form solution for 3D
beamforming design by defining the phase and delay val-
ues in two different ways: joint and separated according
to their interdependency, see Sec. III-A and III-B.

• We improve the performance beyond analytical solutions
by applying greedy and gradient descent algorithms, and
we take the analytically derived values as initial values.
See Sec. III-C and III-D.

• We provide 3D beamforming gain simulations to compare
the performance of our methods with the 3D extension
of the state-of-the-art 2D beamforming codebook design
in [5]. We demonstrate that our iterative algorithms out-
perform the state-of-the-art by providing more resilient
results over different scenarios, see Sec. IV.
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of a joint phase-time array and the joint
and separated beam design approaches.

Parameters Values
Center frequency, fc 28 GHz
Bandwidth, BW 95 MHz
Subcarrier spacing, ∆f 120 kHz
Number of subcarriers, M + 1 793
Number of antennas in y direction, Naz 16
Number of antennas in z direction, Nel 24
Delay quantization step, τp 2.5 ns
Delay range, τmax 200 ns
Phase precision, β 6 bits

TABLE I: Parameter definition and default values.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider 3D beam design for uplink communication
with a system bandwidth BW around a center frequency fc. A
single base station (BS) and Nu users are in the environment.
The BS is equipped with a single RF chain and a rectangular
antenna array, comprising Naz antenna elements in the azimuth
direction and Nel antenna elements in the elevation direction,
as shown in Fig. 1. The antenna spacing is half-wavelength at
the center frequency fc. The antenna array steering value for
(y, z)-th antenna element is as follows

[aR(θaz, θel, fm)]y,z =
1√

NazNel

e−jπ fm
fc

(y sin θaz sin θel+z cos θel),

(1)
where fm is the subcarrier frequency, θaz and θel denote the
AoA in the azimuth and elevation plane. Here, [·]y,z represents
the (y, z)-th element of the matrix.

A. Joint Phase Time Array Architecture

The JPTA architecture is shown in Fig. 1, where every an-
tenna element in the rectangular array has a separate TTD and
PS, enabling control over the angle and frequency domains.

The beamforming combiner of JPTA architecture is

ω(fm,ϕ, τ ) =
1√

NazNel

ωphase(ϕ)⊙ ωdelay(fm, τ ), (2)

where ⊙ is an element-wise multiplication and τ (ϕ) cor-
responds to a matrix containing each antenna element’s de-
lay (phase) value. The PS weights are [ωphase]y,z = ejϕy,z

for a given phase ϕy,z and TTD combiner weights are
[ωdelay(fm)]

y,z
= e−j2πfmτy,z for a given delay τy,z .

The beamforming gain is therefore given as

G(θaz, θel, fm,ϕ, τ )

=
1

NazNel
∥aH

R (θaz, θel, fm)ω(fm,ϕ, τ )∥2

=
1

NazNel

∥∥∥∥∥
Naz−1∑
y=0

Nel−1∑
z=0

ejh(fm,ϕy,z,τy,z)−jΩ(y,z,fm,θaz,θel)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

,

(3)
with the definition of h(fm, ϕy,z, τy,z) ≜ ϕy,z + 2πfmτy,z
and Ω(y, z, fm, θaz, θel) ≜ π fm

fc
(y sin θaz sin θel+z cos θel) for

simplification.

B. Problem Formulation

Recall that our goal is to maximize the 3D frequency-
dependent beamforming gain of Nu users for a given BW
allocation of each user by configuring the PSs and the TTD
units. The desired BW ratio of the i-th user is denoted as αi,
which corresponds to ⌊αi× BW

∆f ⌋ subcarriers where ∆f is the
subcarrier spacing. To assess the performance of the beam,
we use the log-mean of the average user gain as a metric, as
delineated in

Gl ≜
Nu∑
i=1

10 log10 Gmean,i (4)

for the definition of

Gmean,i ≜
1

|Fm,i|
∑

m∈Fm,i

G(θaz,i, θel,i, fm), (5)

where the AoAs of the ith user is (θaz,i, θel,i) and assigned
subcarrier set is Fm,i. The utilization of logarithms in this
context further promotes fairness among various users [11].
Thus, the problem formulation is

max
τ,ϕ

Gl. (6)

III. 3D BEAMFORMING DESIGN

We provide several methods to design the 3D beam by
solving the problem defined in (6). We first outline an an-
alytical derivation to assign each antenna element’s phase
and delay values independent of the values of other antenna
elements, referred to as joint, in Sec. III-A. Then, we define
a similar solution when the phase and delay values in each
row and column of antenna elements are correlated, referred
to as separated, in Sec. III-B. Consequently, we provide two
iterative optimization methods to improve upon the analytical
derivations, denoted as the greedy algorithm in Sec. III-C and
the gradient descent algorithm, in Sec. III-D.



A. Joint Analytical Solution

In this section, we devise a solution for the problem outlined
in (6) by establishing a set of linear equations corresponding
to each antenna element, similar to [10], given that the phase
and delay of the antenna elements are set independently.

Looking back at (3), we can see that the maximum beam-
forming gain for a given direction (θaz, θel) and subcarrier
(fm) is achieved when h(·) is equal to Ω(·) for all y and z in
[0, Naz−1] and [0, Nel−1], respectively. Hence, if we satisfy
this equality for each UE over its assigned subcarriers, the
maximum beamforming gain is achieved for all UEs.

For analytical convenience, we assume that there are
M + 1 subcarriers and we assign the subcarriers in range
[fαi−1(M+1), fαi(M+1)) to i-th user. Therefore, we formulate
a system of linear equations that encompasses an equation
for each subcarrier given by Axy,z = by,z , with xy,z ≜
[ϕy,z, 2π∆fτy,z]

T , and

A ≜

[
1 1 · · · 1

−M/2 −M/2 + 1 · · · M/2

]T
. (7)

Under the assumption of fm/fc ≈ 1, by,z is defined as,

by,z ≜ [bTy,z,1, b
T
y,z,2, · · · , bTy,z,Nu

]T , (8)

where

by,z,i ≜ (2πk(y, z, i) + ν(y, z, i))
[
1, 1, , 1

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
αi(M+1)

T
, (9)

where ν(y, z, i) ≜ yπ sin θaz,i sin θel,i + zπ cos θel,i is the
antenna array steering value for the i-th user and

k(y, z, i) =

{
0 i = 1

k(y, z, i− 1) + round
(

ν(y,z,i−1)−ν(y,z,i)
2π

)
else,

(10)
is the offset to ensure the gap between the array steering values
of different users is less than 2π.

The defined linear system of equations leads to an over-
determined linear system of equations, so finding a unique
solution to satisfy every equation is impossible. Thus, we
introduce the error term, denoted as ey,z ≜ Axy,z − by,z .
To maximize the beamforming gain, we need to minimize the
error ey,z for all combinations of y and z. To fulfill this, we
explore two approaches by employing different norm values
for error quantification, such as the square and infinity norms.

1) Least Squares Solution: We redefine the problem for-
mulation as minτ ,ϕ∥ei(θaz,θel,Fm)∥2 and by definition, the
closed form solution is x̂y,z = (ATA)−1AT by,z , which leads
to the phase values of

ϕy,z =

Nu∑
i=1

αi(ν(y, z, i) + 2πk(y, z, i)), (11)

and delay values of

τy,z =

Nu∑
i=1

(ν(y, z, i) + 2πk(y, z, i))Msum(i,α), (12)

where,

Msum(i,α) =

∑i
l=1 αlM−M/2∑

m=0

m−

∑i−1
l=1 αlM−M/2∑

m=0

m. (13)

2) Infinity Norm Solution: In this part, we define the prob-
lem as minτ ,ϕ∥ei(θaz,θel,Fm)∥∞. However, this approach
does not lead to a closed-form solution, and the optimization
can be solved by using a linear programming toolbox, for
example, CVX.

B. Separated Analytical Solution
We can rewrite the antenna array steering vector, which is

given in Eq. (1), by the Kronecker product, ⊗ of azimuth and
elevation antenna array steering vectors as in

aR(θaz, θel, fm) = aaz(θaz, θel, fm)⊗ ael(θel, fm),

[aaz(θaz, θel, fm)]y = e−jπ fm
fc

y sin θaz sin θel ,

[ael(θel, fm)]z = e−jπ fm
fc

z cos θel .

(14)

This encourages us to rewrite the delay (phase) values in
terms of the delays (phases) in azimuth and elevation direction,
similar to [9]. Therefore, the delay at (y, z)-th antenna can be
expressed as τy,z = τel,y + τaz,z , in which τaz,y and τel,z
are the delays at each antenna element in y and z direction.
Similarly, ϕy,z = ϕel,y + ϕaz,z , in which ϕaz,y and ϕel,z are
the programmable antenna phases in y and z direction. For a
more detailed illustration, please refer to Fig. 1.

The definitions above result in revising the beamforming
combiner as follows

ω(fm) = ωaz(fm)⊗ ωel(fm),

[ωaz(fm)]y = ej(ϕaz,y+2πfmτaz,y),

[ωel(fm)]z = ej(ϕel,z+2πfmτel,z).

(15)

By using the above descriptions, the beamforming
gain can be expressed as G(θaz, θel, fm) =
Gaz(θaz, θel, fm)Gel(θel, fm), where

Gaz(θaz, θel, fm) =
1

Naz

∥∥∥∥∥
Naz−1∑
y=0

ejhaz(y)−jΩaz(y)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (16)

with the definitions of haz(y) ≜ ϕaz,y + 2πfmτaz,y and
Ωaz(y) ≜ π fm

fc
y sin θaz sin θel, and

Gel(θel, fm) =
1

Nel

∥∥∥∥∥
Nel−1∑
z=0

ejhel(z)−jΩel(z)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (17)

with the definitions of hel(z) ≜ ϕel,z+2πfmτel,z and Ωel(z) ≜
π fm

fc
z cos θel.

The linear system of equations is formed similarly to
Sec. III-A. However, we individually engage in the solution of
y-th antenna with the specific objective of optimizing Gaz, and
z-th antenna with the intent of maximizing Gel since these two
gain values are inherently independent of one another, as per
their definitions. Consequently, this alternate approach requires
Naz + Nel equations while joint configuration necessitates
Naz × Nel due to individually interacting with each antenna
element.



C. Greedy Algorithm

The objective of the greedy algorithm is to explore the
solution space to identify any potential enhancements in the
beamforming gain in Eq. (3), after analytical derivations.
Given that we have established two distinct solution sets for τ
and ϕ through the joint and separated optimization techniques,
we will subsequently pursue two different greedy optimization
approaches: the joint and separated. For both cases, parameters
are initialized by using the least squares method because this
method results in a closed-form solution.

1) Joint: Our proposed Algorithm 1 takes system param-
eters as input and provides the phase and delay configura-
tions, ϕ and τ as output, respectively. The parameters are
initially set based on the equations provided in (11) and
(12). Subsequently, quantization is performed by defining a
specific precision for delay denoted as τp and specifying the
bit resolution for phase, indicated as β.

Within the two-dimensional antenna array, our algorithm
explores the delay grid for a specified antenna element to
improve Gl while holding other antenna elements’ constant
delay and phase values. Subsequently, a similar process is
applied to the phase values. These updates continue until a
predefined convergence criterion is satisfied. The criterion is
the absolute difference in Gl between consecutive runs being
smaller than ζ of the last iteration. We explore the various ζ
values to find the optimal one. Once the convergence criteria
are met, the algorithm returns the updated ϕ and τ .

Algorithm 1: Joint Greedy Optimization of ϕ, τ

1 Input: Naz, Nel, M , θaz, θel, α
2 Output: τ̃ , ϕ̃
3 Initialize ϕ and τ by using Eqs. (11) and (12)
4 Define the candidate delays as τgrid = 0 : τp : τmax

5 Define the possible phase values as ϕgrid = 0 : 2π
2β

: 2π
6 τ̃y,z = argminτgrid∥τy,z − τgrid∥ ∀(y, z)
7 ϕ̃y,z = argminϕgrid

∥ϕyz
− ϕgrid∥ ∀(y, z)

8 not-conv ← True
9 while not-conv do

10 Gl,first ← Eq. (4) by τ̃ and ϕ̃
11 for y = 1:1:Naz do
12 for z = 1:1:Nel do
13 τ̃y,z ← argmaxτ̃y,z∈τgrid

Gl(· · · , τ̃y,z, · · · )

14 for y = 1:1:Naz do
15 for z = 1:1:Nel do
16 ϕ̃y,z ← argmaxϕ̃y,z∈ϕgrid

Gl(· · · , ϕ̃y,z, · · · )

17 Gl,later ← Eq. (4) by τ̃ and ϕ̃
18 if |Gl,later −Gl,first| < ζ ×Gl,later then

not-conv=False
19

2) Separated: Similarly to the abovementioned approach,
we update the parameters by searching within the defined

(a) 2-user (b) 5-user

Fig. 2: Performance comparison of joint and separated analyt-
ical derivations by using LS or infinity norm definition with
a) various BW allocation scenarios and b) an unequal BW
allocation for Nu = 5 and α = [0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.25].

space for phase and delay values. However, in this case, we
initialize the parameters as τaz, ϕaz, τel and ϕel, according to
Sec. III-B. The update process now handles Naz+Nel updates,
compared to the prior approach’s Naz ×Nel.

D. Gradient Descent Algorithm

Although the greedy algorithm is guaranteed to converge to
a local optimal solution, it takes long to converge even for the
separated case. The primary objective of the gradient descent
algorithm is to quickly explore the solution space to achieve
an improved beamforming gain.

We approach the solution by using an iterative optimiza-
tion technique that updates the parameters according to their
gradients from the defined loss function, as in

F (τ ,ϕ) = ∥Gl,max −Gl(τ ,ϕ)∥2, (18)

where Gl,max ≜ 10 log10 (NazNel) is the maximum beam-
forming gain. During this optimization, we schedule learning
using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.1, which is
determined by exploring various learning rates using a grid
search. We apply this method to both solution spaces: joint
and separated optimizations.

1) Joint: For the joint case, the optimization parameters
are ϕ and τ , initialized according to (11) and (12) similar
to greedy optimization. After initialization, we quantize these
values with a specific precision for delay, τp, and bit size for
phase, β. Then, these parameters, ϕ, and τ , are updated using
their gradients until the convergence criteria are met, which is
the same criteria as in Line 18 of Algorithm 1.

2) Separated: In the separated case, the optimization pa-
rameters are τaz, τel, ϕaz, ϕel, which are calculated according
to the Sec. III-B and quantized with the delay precision of
τp and β bits for phase. Subsequently, these parameters are
modified by applying their gradients until the convergence.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section provides a numerical evaluation of the methods

described in Sec. III. The simulation parameters, which are
consistent with a practical 5G mmWave deployment, are given
in Table I. For simplicity, we assign i-th user’s AoA as



(a) Separated LS (b) Joint LS

Fig. 3: Illustration of the maximum beamforming gain in azimuth and elevation
domain for a) separated LS, and b) joint LS when Nu = 5 with equal BW
allocation.

Fig. 4: Beamforming gain of joint LS
across an azimuth vs frequency do-
mains when θel = 105◦.

1 2 3 4
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(a) 4-user, equal BW allocation (b) 2-user, unequal BW allocation

Fig. 5: Performance comparison of greedy and gradient descent algorithms using
joint and separated optimization with a) an equal BW allocation for Nu = 4
users, and b) various BW allocation scenarios for Nu = 2 users.

Fig. 6: Comparison of our proposed solu-
tions with the state-of-the-art over various
BW allocation scenarios

(θaz,i, θel,i) = ((−60 + i 120
Nu−1 )

◦, (90 + i 30
Nu−1 )

◦) when there
are Nu users in a cell with 120◦ horizontal coverage and
30◦ vertical coverage. Note that we subject the output of
the functions, phase, and delay values to quantization before
illustrating their results. We present our findings of both
analytical (Sec. IV-A) and iterative (Sec. IV-B) results.

A. Analytical Results
In Secs. III-A and III-B, we present our analytical methods

to configure PS and TTD units. In Fig. 2a, we illustrate the
average gains of the users, which is denoted as Gl in (4),
for Nu = 2, where User 1 gets allocated α of the total BW
(BW), and User 2 gets 1− α of the BW. Our findings reveal
that joint optimization consistently outperforms separated opti-
mization by a margin ranging from 0.6 dB to 4 dB, depending
on the BW allocation ratio. The mean difference between
joint and separated optimization, observed across various BW
allocations, is approximately 1.29 dB when the method is
least squares (LS) and 1.18 dB when the method is infinity
norm. Hence, it can be deduced that the greater number of
systems of equations in the analytical derivation yields higher
beamforming gain at the price of higher complexity.

Moreover, we observe that the closed-form solution ob-
tained through LS optimization results in a lower average

gain for unequal BW allocation (α ≤ 0.2) in both joint and
separated optimization scenarios. The difference between the
average gain is at most 1.81 dB and on average 0.76 dB over
different BW allocations for the joint and at most 3.36 dB and
on average 1.4 dB for the separated optimization.

In Fig. 2b, we demonstrate Gmean,i for ith user, defined
in Eq. 5, when Nu = 5. The BW allocations of the users
are α = [0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.25]. In joint optimization, the
infinity norm method yields a maximum gain difference of
3 dB among users, whereas the LS method results in a
5 dB difference. A similar trend is observed in separated
optimization, with the infinity norm leading to a maximum
difference of 3.2 dB, while LS results in a 5.4 dB difference.
This suggests that the infinity norm method fosters greater
fairness in user gain distribution, even when their assigned
ratios are unequal. Furthermore, due to the more equitable
distribution of average gains among users, the infinity norm
also elevates the average gain of users, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.

Furthermore, we illustrate the impact of joint and separated
optimization when the solution is obtained by least square
on beamforming gain in Fig. 3. Here, we demonstrate the
maximum gain among subcarriers for every azimuth and
elevation angle when the desired user locations are marked



with red diamonds. More sidelobes are observed in the case
of separated optimization, as depicted in Fig. 3a, in contrast to
the joint optimization shown in Fig. 3b. This difference can be
attributed to the interdependence of the phase and delay ele-
ments, which is fully captured in the joint analytical solution.In
Fig. 4, we display the gain across various subcarriers while
maintaining a constant elevation angle, which corresponds to
the User 3 in Fig. 3b with (θaz, θel) = (0◦, 105◦). Here, the red
line is the desired maximum gain allocation, which is fairly
satisfied by using joint optimization.

B. Iterative Results

This segment presents a performance evaluation of the
algorithms introduced in Secs. III-C and III-D. Fig. 5 com-
pares the greedy and gradient descent algorithms with joint
and separated optimization scenarios. It’s worth noting that
the disparities in beamforming gains between separated and
joint optimizations exhibit a consistent pattern, as discussed
previously.

In Fig. 5a, we present the average gains for each user when
their BW allocation is uniform. Through joint optimization,
both the greedy and gradient descent algorithms achieve an
average gain increase of 2.26 dB and 2.11 dB, respectively.
A similar trend is observed when considering different BW
allocations in Fig. 5b. It’s worth noting that the greedy and
gradient descent algorithms yield comparable performance.
The primary distinction between these two methods lies in
their runtime, with the gradient descent algorithm running
approximately 250x faster in joint optimization cases.

In the realm of 2D frequency-dependent beam design, the
algorithm proposed by [5] stands as the current state-of-the-art.
We have extended their iterative algorithm to 3D for the sake
of comparative analysis. The results of this comparison are
depicted in Fig. 6 as JPTA Iterative, which are across various
BW allocations for a scenario with Nu = 2. It’s important
to highlight that when the disparity in BW allocation is
relatively small (α > 0.35), all algorithms employing the joint
optimization scheme tend to converge to the same outcome.
This observation also underscores a fundamental limitation of
the separated optimization approach.

Moreover, our one-shot analytical solution surpasses the
iterative state-of-the-art approach proposed by [5] for scenarios
with unequal BW allocations (α ≤ 0.35), achieving up to a
1.54 dB gain. For α ≤ 0.2, even the use of separated opti-
mization within the gradient descent algorithm outperforms the
other methods, except for the gradient descent algorithm using
joint optimization. Additionally, the run-time of the gradient
descent algorithm is at least 5 times faster than the state-of-
the-art. In conclusion, the gradient descent algorithm with joint
optimization consistently performs well across various BW
allocations, thus offering more reliable results while running
faster than alternative iterative algorithms. When the BW is
divided fairly, it can achieve a performance similar to that of
the gradient descent algorithm using a one-shot joint analytical
derivation with LS.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated 3D frequency-dependent
beam design to serve multiple users in a single shot to
reduce the scheduling latency. We have provided analytical
derivations to maximize the beamforming gain. Subsequently,
we enhanced our analytical results using two iterative algo-
rithms: greedy and gradient descent. Through simulations of
3D beamforming gain, we have analyzed the performance
of our proposed algorithms compared to the state-of-the-art,
which was originally proposed for 2D and extended to 3D by
us.

Our findings indicate that our proposed gradient descent
algorithm surpasses the state-of-the-art, delivering more reli-
able results across various scenarios. Furthermore, our joint
analytical derivation matches the performance of the gradient
descent algorithm when the bandwidth allocation is relatively
uniform. The simulation results clearly show that the separated
design, which is usually adopted for the UPA 3D beam design,
does not work well for the JPTA use case.
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